
LOCATION: Fugenin Temple, www.fugen-in.com, 605 Koyasan, Koya-cho, Ito-gun, Wakayama 648-0293, Japan    
WORKSHOP TUITION: ￥110,000 (paid by May 31), ￥115,500 (paid by July 31), ￥121,000 (paid after July 31). 
This is roughly $1,000 USD or €900 EUR.
ACCOMMODATION FEE: 5 nights, all prices include 2 meals but we are responsible for our own lunches. 
Shared Room w/ 3-4 ppl: ￥52,250, Single Room: ￥1,100/night extra (no private toilet), Single Room w/ pri-
vate toilet: ￥4,400/night extra. There are only shared bath & showers in this facility. Accommodation fees paid 
in yen. Approx exchange rate: ￥100 = $1, ￥110 = €1.
TO REGISTER: Please contact Yoshitaka Koda at 819060619629 or email chronicstudents@gmail.com
This retreat will be taught in English and translated into Japanese.
For more detailed information about Susan Harper's events visit: www.continuummontage.com  

WHAT WILL WE DO?

In nourishing exploratory movement dives, we slow down, and transform through gentle breathing, 
primordial vocalizing, and engage a multi-faceted movement range that may be both wild and tender. 

We melt and restore in spacious Silence. 
This retreat includes a "soul quest" time where we are in collective silence for a day and a half. 

SUSAN HARPER
MYSTERY DEPTHS RETREAT

OCTOBER 31 - NOVEMBER 5, 2020    KOYASAN, JAPAN

SUSAN HARPER has the ability through demonstration of sounds,  
breaths, and movement to transmit a primal and spiritual fluidity that  
inspires participation resulting in embodied innovative discoveries. She has 
been teaching and contributing to the development of Continuum since 1975.  
She and Emilie Conrad, founder of Continuum, co-founded the orginal 
Continuum Teacher Organization in 2000. She is a founding member  
of the current Continuum Teacher Association. Susan brought Continuum  
to Japan for the first time in 1997.

 This Mystery Depths 
retreat awaits 

those who love 
to inquire, 
who dare 
to listen 

at the edge 
and 

in the depths—to 
be in the frontier 

conversation  —who 
are aware 

of the adventure 
of courting 

the unknown.

Treat yourself to a 
luxurious time of 

moving, meditating,  
musing, and dancing 
in a self-regulating 

process that is 
nourishing, and

organismically wise.

We refine our ability 
to sense intrinsic 

movements  
and the fluid forces of 
creation to guide our 
creative unfolding.


